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Abstract 
Distributed event routing has emerged as one of core functions for the publish/subscribe systems. Aiming at the 
requirement of loosely-coupled, high-performance, massively scalable network architecture, an adaptive distribute 
routing strategy is put forward. JXTA P2P-based, the routing strategy to improve is proposed. The detail approaches 
are represented, which includes adaptive discovery seed rendezvous, optimize the settings of the peer group, dynamic 
select rendezvous and configurable evaluation criteria. Experimental results demonstrate that the adaptive routing 
strategy better meet the requirements of Publish/Subscribe systems distributed computing in test environment. The 
routing strategy is adopted for adaptation approach, and evaluation system designed to test the network configuration 
can serve as a reference. 
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1. Introduction 
Publish/subscribe systems have advantages which meets the requirements of distributed computing 
and supply loosely-coupled communication between all actors in distributed system. Large scale publish-
subscribe applications are usually built around an overlay dispatching network composed of a set of 
interconnected brokers that cooperate to provide the publish-subscribe service[1].Distributed event routing 
between brokers has emerged as one of core functions for the publish/subscribe systems[2]. This paper 
focused on the routing algorithm to improve the strategy, adaptive discovery seed rendezvous, optimize 
the settings of the peer group and dynamic select rendezvous are discussed.  
2. Self-adaptive routing strategies 
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The P2P networks on the other next-generation network architecture as an important indicator [3]. But 
the characteristics of small-world networks[4] and power law properties show that, the P2P network 
topology is neither an understanding of unstructured system completely random graph, nor is DHT 
(Distributed Hash Table) algorithm that uses deterministic topology, the actual P2P network that reflects 
the small-world network topology with a high degree of aggregation and short-chain features. JXTA P2P 
networks to solve a common platform of open distributed computing, the platform provides the 
application to establish the core technology [5].
2.1. Adaptive discovery seed rendezvous 
Take two kinds of seed rendezvous role: Direct communication with the commitment to seed 
rendezvous, to ensure the isolated peer can be connected quickly to the P2P network. The other role is to 
act as a special called BSR (Bootstrapping Seeding Rendezvous). P2P network initialization, set up by the 
BSR is responsible for routing information platform for other peers to achieve a loose consistent RPV. An 
approach of adaptive discovery seed is proposed. 
(1)  The ART (Average Response Time) is expressed as follows: 
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In the formula, TR on behalf of a request data packets from rendezvous to response time, NART be 
given Number of Average Response Time Samples, and iT R  (Response time of the ith Search represents)  
be given the average response time, the i-th response time value of candidate seed. 
(2) The ARN (Average Response Number) is expressed as follows: 
In the formula, NR is response number of candidate seed Within a specified response time( iT TL RR ≤
T T
), 
NARN be given the number of average response samples, and (Response Number of the ith Search) be 
given the average response times, the i-th response status of candidate seed, if response and 
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=1,else =0, TLR is the response time threshold and TLR >= ART. As the ART and ARN are obtain 
in the same request packet, we may set the initial value at first, the system adaptive to adjust this value by 
comparing a period of ART. Such as  TLR=L*ART, L 1.
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(3)  The ARH (Average Route Hops) is expressed as follows: 
In the formula, HR is the hops that data packet transfer from rendezvous to candidate seed, NARH be 
given the number of average route samples, and iH R  (Route Hop of the ith Search) be given the i-th hops 
samples by measuring the candidate seed. Taking into account the JXTA network topology with a high 
degree of aggregation and the small-world characteristics of short-chain, we set the threshold number of 
routing hops HLR (HLR <= routing TTL), only calculate  route. By the small-world, setting: 
iH H L RR ≤
(4)  The ARTV (Average Response Time Variance) is expressed as follows: 
(5)  The ARNV (Average Response Number Variance) is expressed as follows: 
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(6)  The ARHV (Average Route Hops Variance) is expressed as follows:  
1 ( )
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−
=
Taking these factors, set the following selection criteria for seed rendezvous: 
In the formula, SRPS is seed rendezvous peer standard, QARTV, QARNV, QARHV are defined the 
coefficients of ARTV, ARNV, ARHV, to do the appropriate linkage adjustment. This formula implicitly 
includes the proportion of selection seed rendezvous restrictions. 
2.2. Set the peer group 
The peer is part of a self-organizing peer group[5] in JXTA network. A peer group represents a set of 
dynamic peers; they have a common interest, to perform the same strategy. Because of the small-world 
P2P networks short-chain connectivity, queries are often similar in semantic content between peers spread. 
According to a topic, similar to the semantic content into logical peer belong to the same peer group. 
Within JXTA peer group, the information resources can be efficient used to query request/response or 
broadcast mode, by short-chain connected.  
2.3. Dynamic discovery of rendezvous 
Every JXTA peer has the ability to assume the role of edge peer or rendezvous peer, to adapt a high- 
performance, massively scalable P2P network[11].To maintaining P2P SRDI (shared resource distributed 
index) service, but too much peers will maintenance cost to loosely consistent DHT. Updating RPV 
(Rendezvous Peer View) loosely consistent DHT. The other extreme while leads to rendezvous peers 
become the bottleneck of the network to transmit a message, affect the entire network query performance 
of the play.
We define performance metrics of affect the discovery of rendezvous: 
In the formula, sqi is a factor of Quality of Service for peer, sqi is its value and qi weights. The 
factors include priority setting rules, confidence rules, peer degree, peer connection quality, peer response 
rate and ratio of the number of peers. 
3. Results and analysis 
Based on Peer Information Protocol (PIP), we customize the request and response message formats of 
peer. We package routing query request, response, and configuration information by Information service 
(PeerInfoService) using JXTA, and build routing information transmission channel by the use pipe 
service (PipeService). 
3.1. Build experimental environments 
JXTA P2P overlay network consists of 15 rendezvous super-peer network, distributed in three sets of 
physical computers; each computer is responsible for 5 rendezvous peers. Each rendezvous peer connects 
100 edge peers, and each edge peer is responsible for 100 clients. As shown in Figure 1.  
Tested in two ways, one test is to simulate the client user publish events and conditions submitted, 
each edge peer client set (100 clients) 10 topics, randomly selected 10 clients to simulate different 
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subscribe topic. JXTA P2P overlay network set 30 topics, and do not contain. The remaining 90 clients 
randomly publish one of 30 events. Match the success for the same keywords to simplify matching 
process; the other tests, periodic activate PIP query and response messages, and send the configuration 
strategies parameters and observant response result. 
3.2. Set configuration strategy parameters 
Peersim is implemented in Java and component-based simulator, to better support P2P network 
scalability and dynamic nature. Based on the Cycle-Based model reads the configuration file, then the 
configuration file to initialize the network (including peers and protocols, etc.), and finally perform the 
action in the network periodically to complete the simulation. JXTA P2P overlay network configuration 
strategy parameters set the initial values shown in Table 1.  
Tab. 1 Configuration strategy message parameter list about JXTA P2P 
3.3. Performance evaluation of routing strategies 
We define the evaluation criteria items, which are precision ratio, recall ratio, routing response time 
and routing hops from publishing events. As formula follows: 
3.4. Test results and analysis
(1) Test the threshold time TTL_RR effect rendezvous response rate NRR. As shown in Figure 2, the 
impact is more obvious in the experimental environment, when TTL_RR set to 9 seconds, NRR can reach 
99.1%, after growing more slowly. 
evaluation parameters value description Remarks
PRI 1 or 5 rendezvous priority, 1 highest and 5 lowest fixed
REL 5 rendezvous confidence fixed
TTL_OffLine 5 S offline threshold time adjustable
TTL_RR 5 S NRR’s threshold time adjustable
Percent_Rp 5% percentage of rendezvous adjustable
Set_ LastingRp 10 permanent rendezvous set adjustable
Set_DefaultSeedRp 6 default seed rendezvous set adjustable
Set_RootSeedRp 3 default BSR set adjustable
TLR 1.5*ART ARN’s threshold time adjustable
HLR 6 ARH’s threshold hops adjustable
QARTV 0.333 ARTV’s coefficient adjustable
QARNV 0.333 ARNV’s coefficient adjustable
QARHV 0.333 ARHV’s coefficient adjustable
LSRPS 0.95 SRPS’s threshold adjustable
RPTP 6 min select rendezvous cycle adjustable
SRPTP 18min select seed rendezvous cycle adjustable
BSRP 50% percentage of BSR fixed
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Ed
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(2) Test the average routing hops threshold HLR effect publishes events precision, recall rates. As 
shown in Figure 3. Pp and Pr have the linear growth trend, and Pr growth rate faster than Pp. When HLR is 
5, Pp and Pr growth rate slowed, indicating that there are a lot shorter connection length less than or equal 
5 in the test environment. When HLR value more than 8, Pp began to decline, indicating that because a 
few long connections, subscribers receive distance routing forward events through edge or rendezvous 
peer, which not belong to publish event topics. Pr value has a linear growth trend with HLR.
(3) Test percentage of rendezvous peer Percent_Rp effect Prrt. As shown in Figure 4, the overall trend 
is that the routing response time Prrt is reduced by Percent_Rp increase with forecasts. Due to Percent_Rp 
increase, indicating that the system has more short connections, routing events shorten the release time.  
(4) Test percentage of rendezvous peer Percent_Rp effect Prh. As shown in Figure 5, the routing hops 
with Percent_Rp considerable variation. In fact, description Percent_ Rp for Prh role is not obvious. 
When set Prh in the range 5.25-5.5, it shows that in line with the characteristics of small-world networks. 
Further analysis of Prh changes in volatility, in fact, little value range, 0.25 magnitudes of changes, 
because the survey results, the network was running with a relationship. 
4. Conclusions
By JXTA P2P overlay network building publish/subscribe network architecture, we taking full account 
of the large-scale network traffic, demand volatility and other characteristics.The JXTA P2P overlay 
network's routing strategy is given in this paper, it is adopted for adaptation approach, and evaluation 
system designed to test the network configuration can serve as a reference. Further work includes to 
optimize adaptive routing strategies can enrich and improve the evaluation system to adaptive routing 
strategy. On the other hand, to combine with the publish/subscribe systems events message match, the 
P2P routing strategy can be applied to the real distributed computing systems. 
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